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Minutes 
Board of Directors Meeting 

05 Jul 17 

Meeting Convened 

Time: 1805. 
Present: Brian Denison, Tom Little; Dave Callaway; Tom Kroenke; Mike May; 
Arnie Yuen; Dan Bjork. 

Regular Agenda Items 

Secretary’s Report. BoD approved June 2017 minutes. 
Treasurer’s Report. BoD approved Treasurer’s monthly report. SRA saw 
individual donations of $125, $634 from vault proceeds, and $35 revenue through 
the Paypal account this month for a total of $794. Expenses of $5,083 of which 
$3,000 were grant expenses to be reimbursed. Approximately $4,528 remains in 
the operating account after the 2016 grant reimbursement. 
Rangemaster’s Report. BoD approved Rangemaster’s monthly report. Brian 
reviewed the Rangemasters report in Merle Schultz’s absence. Documented 
visitors totaled 829 in June; almost 30% more visitors than in May. Weekend 
patrons averaged 86 per day and weekdays averaged 24 for days where there 
was RSO weekday coverage. RSOs volunteered a total of 82 hours this month; 
the same as from the prior month. 

• The paired ear plugs were returned, and single ear plugs were ordered. 

• More backing material was obtained from Everest, and a donation of 
workmats was received. See information in the Target Backer Posts section 
of these minutes. 

• Approx 1000 lbs of brass still needs to be sorted for recycling. 

• The Rangemaster had to repair the #2 thrower the prior week. 

• There was some confusion around RSO gear left in the shed. It turned out to 
be from Jim Fleischmann. Tom L reissued the gear back to him. 

• Need to schedule another workday for brass sorting and drilling target 
backers. 

• Brian mentioned that he is going to by some new chairs for the range, and 
that more targets need to be ordered. 

• Brendan and his wife are moving back to Canada, so he will not be RSO’ing 
any more. 
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BOD Agenda  

• Women On Target, 2017 Dates – BoD set three Saturdays in 2017 for WoT 
Clinics: 20 May 17, 24 Jun 17, and 05 Aug 17. Brian is Lead Instructor, and 
ran through list of WoT supplies on hand. Each class can hold 30 students. 
The second WoT went fairly well. There were 29 attendees. The Board 
reviewed clinic evaluations and discussed the feedback. 
There were 15 women that currently schedule for the WoT clinic on 05 Aug 
17; however, do to previous commitments and travel, there may be fewer 
instructors available. Depending upon where the ladies want to shoot, 
instructors can move from betwee the pistol and rifle ranges to accommodate 
the range needs. 

• NRA Basics of Pistol Shooting (BPS) Class (10-11 June) – Brian felt that the 
class went fairly well. Class evaluations were received, but they have not 
been reviewed yet. 
Dave mentioned that there were five (5) individuals who were unable to 
attend the class for various reasons, but still had significant interest. He 
mentioned that he will hold a special class for them and have the classroom 
portion of the class at his home. Several members offered to assist, 
especially at the range where the SRA prefers a one-to-one ratio between 
instructors and students. 

• Colorado Parks & Wildlife (CPW) Grants 2016/2017 – Projects include 
drainage improvement for the rifle range, more rifle racks, a fourth trap 
thrower, and insulating the rifle range support poles. 
Tom Little submitted the reimbursement paperwork for the second (2017) 
grant. SRA requested $4,741.05 in the grant, and he expects the SRA will 
received approximately $50 to $100 more than that. 
The SRA paid Dan Bjork the $3,000 for his work at the range for the grants. 

• TeenPack Endeavor – Brian noted that SRA has hosted this group twice 
before in 2014 and 2015, and they are a great group. TeenPack Endeavor 
proposed, in order of preference, the 14, 15, or 16 Aug 17 on which to have 
the event at the Summit County Range. The Board discussed the dates and 
determined that the most instructors were available on Wednesday, 16 Aug 
17. Brian would propose this date to the group. 
Also, the class would be limited to pistol and rifle. 

• Target Backer Posts – Dan Bjork spoke with Jason and the steel for the target 
backer posts on the first lane of the pistol and rifle lines should arrive by the 
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weekend. 120 feet was ordered in five (5) foot sections. They will weld them 
after they obtained the steel. 
Dave offered to cut the rebar from the unreparable frames at the range and 
provide them to Dan. Required lengths of the rebar pieces were discussed, 
and it was determined that a 13” piece and a 30” piece is required for each 
backer. 
Holes will be dug for the backer posts at the 7, 10, 15, and 25 yard lines on 
the pistol line requiring four (4) posts, and at the 7, 10, 15, 25, and 50 yard 
lines on the rifle line requiring five (5) posts. This leaves enough material for 
three (3) backer posts for future use. Once these first nine (9) backer posts 
are installed, the performance of them will be assessed. If they work well, the 
remaining three (3) backer posts may be installed at the 100 yard line on the 
rifle line. 

• Busted Frame Welding – Dan has completed fixing the majority of the broken 
frames; between 40 and 50. No further work on broken frames will be 
performed at this time as there are plenty of good frames. 

• Work Days –Two (2) workdays were scheduled: 
Wednesday, 12 Jul 19: The plan is to cut and drill target backers. 
Wednesday, 19 Jul 19: The plan is to have Dan rent an auger and drill the 
holes for the target backer posts. The pistol and rifle ranges will be closed 
when being worked on, and opened when not. Dan will drill all the holes, and 
then the rest of the available volunteers will install the backer posts and 
backfill the holes. 
Tom K suggested that if the holes are not filled on the same day, caution tape 
should be used to close just the lanes with holes to prevent someone hurting 
themselves by stepping into a hole. 
Tom K will update the Range calendar with the workday information. 

• Future Grants – The Board discussed potential projects for which funding will 
be requested under future grants. 
Dave suggested that if the new target backer posts work out, the SRA could 
request funding for completing the rest of the lanes on the pistol and rifle 
ranges. 
Dave also suggested that a berm could be installed on the pistol range similar 
to the berm just installed on the rifle range. However, he noted that one (1) 
winter should be allowed to occur to gain experience about the berms 
performance before requesting further funding for additional berms. 
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Tom L suggests that we could install a cover on the pistol range similar to the 
rifle range using all the knowledge and experience acquired with the projects 
on the rifle range. There was mixed feelings about installing a cover on the 
pistol range; however, there were no opinions supporting installing a cover 
than not installing a cover. Tom K described the covered pistol ranges at the 
Boulder Rifle Club. Dave mentioned that the grant funding could cover the 
berm, asphalt, posts, and roof. 
The Board discussed how many posts would be necessary to hold up the 
roof; currently there are four (4) pads for posts already installed. 
Tom L will investigate the timing of the paperwork, i.e. when the grant would 
need to be submitted to receive the funding for 2018. 

Additional Items 

• Tom L stated that the FNRA is holding another raffle for a 6.5 creedmore rifle 
and a S&W limited 357 revolver, and that he has tickets available. 

• Tom K stated that he will not be able to attend the August Board meeting, and 
requested that someone record the meeting so he can document minutes 
when he is available. 

• Dave noted that Brad Deats will be updating the website for the next WoT 
clinic date, and the installation of the 4th trap thrower. 

Public Comments 

None. 

New Action Items from this Board Meeting 

Action Who Status 

Provide Brian a breakdown of the cost of the first two 
(2) WoT clinics. 

Tom L New 

Purchase new chairs for the range. Brian New 

Reimburse Dan Bjork for 100 rounds of 9 mm 
ammunition used during the second WoT class. 

Tom L New 

Update SRA calendar with new Basic Pistol Course 
information when received from Dave. 

Tom K New 

Order more targets. Merle New 

Contact TeenPack Endeavor with the proposed date 
of 16 Aug 17 for their event. 

Brian New 

Update SRA calendar with TeenPack Endeavor 
event information when confirmed. 

Tom K New 
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Action Who Status 

Cut 12 rebar pieces into 13” and 30” lengths. Dave New 

Verify grant submission date(s) for 2018 grants. Tom L New 

Update SRA calendar with new workdays 
information. 

Tom K New 

Action Items from Prior Meetings 

Summary – Two (2) of three (3) action items from prior meetings are resolved; 
the remaining item will be retained for future resolution. 

Action Who Status 

Communicate to RSOs that it’s acceptable for SRA 
members and RSOs to borrow gear from the shed; 
however, this needs to be communicated to the 
Rangemaster for tracking of equipment returns. 

Merle In process, not yet completed. 

Follow-up with Bill Hardy and determine whose RSO 
gear is in the shed. 

Tom L Resolved. Gear belonged to Jim 
Fleischmann. 

Reimburse Will Martin the $50 owed to him for 
Lindsey Wellington’s WoT class cancellation. 

Tom L Not necessary; Will had a guest at the 
last WoT. 

Upcoming 2017 Schedule of Events 

• 05 Aug 17  SRA - Women On Target Clinic #3 

• 26 Aug 17  SRA - 2017 Rimfire Challenge 

Meeting Convened 

Time: 1952 (1 hour, 47 minutes). 
Next meeting: Wednesday, 02 Aug 17, at 1800 at the Summit County Senior 
Center, Frisco, CO. 

Tom Kroenke 
Secretary, Board of Directors 
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Minutes
Board of Directors Meeting
05 Jul 17

Meeting Convened

Time: 1805.

Present: Brian Denison, Tom Little; Dave Callaway; Tom Kroenke; Mike May; Arnie Yuen; Dan Bjork.

Regular Agenda Items

Secretary’s Report. BoD approved June 2017 minutes.

Treasurer’s Report. BoD approved Treasurer’s monthly report. SRA saw individual donations of $125, $634 from vault proceeds, and $35 revenue through the Paypal account this month for a total of $794. Expenses of $5,083 of which $3,000 were grant expenses to be reimbursed. Approximately $4,528 remains in the operating account after the 2016 grant reimbursement.

Rangemaster’s Report. BoD approved Rangemaster’s monthly report. Brian reviewed the Rangemasters report in Merle Schultz’s absence. Documented visitors totaled 829 in June; almost 30% more visitors than in May. Weekend patrons averaged 86 per day and weekdays averaged 24 for days where there was RSO weekday coverage. RSOs volunteered a total of 82 hours this month; the same as from the prior month.

· The paired ear plugs were returned, and single ear plugs were ordered.

· More backing material was obtained from Everest, and a donation of workmats was received. See information in the Target Backer Posts section of these minutes.

· Approx 1000 lbs of brass still needs to be sorted for recycling.

· The Rangemaster had to repair the #2 thrower the prior week.

· There was some confusion around RSO gear left in the shed. It turned out to be from Jim Fleischmann. Tom L reissued the gear back to him.

· Need to schedule another workday for brass sorting and drilling target backers.

· Brian mentioned that he is going to by some new chairs for the range, and that more targets need to be ordered.

· Brendan and his wife are moving back to Canada, so he will not be RSO’ing any more.

BOD Agenda 

· Women On Target, 2017 Dates – BoD set three Saturdays in 2017 for WoT Clinics: 20 May 17, 24 Jun 17, and 05 Aug 17. Brian is Lead Instructor, and ran through list of WoT supplies on hand. Each class can hold 30 students.

The second WoT went fairly well. There were 29 attendees. The Board reviewed clinic evaluations and discussed the feedback.

There were 15 women that currently schedule for the WoT clinic on 05 Aug 17; however, do to previous commitments and travel, there may be fewer instructors available. Depending upon where the ladies want to shoot, instructors can move from betwee the pistol and rifle ranges to accommodate the range needs.

· NRA Basics of Pistol Shooting (BPS) Class (10-11 June) – Brian felt that the class went fairly well. Class evaluations were received, but they have not been reviewed yet.

Dave mentioned that there were five (5) individuals who were unable to attend the class for various reasons, but still had significant interest. He mentioned that he will hold a special class for them and have the classroom portion of the class at his home. Several members offered to assist, especially at the range where the SRA prefers a one-to-one ratio between instructors and students.

· Colorado Parks & Wildlife (CPW) Grants 2016/2017 – Projects include drainage improvement for the rifle range, more rifle racks, a fourth trap thrower, and insulating the rifle range support poles.

Tom Little submitted the reimbursement paperwork for the second (2017) grant. SRA requested $4,741.05 in the grant, and he expects the SRA will received approximately $50 to $100 more than that.

The SRA paid Dan Bjork the $3,000 for his work at the range for the grants.

· TeenPack Endeavor – Brian noted that SRA has hosted this group twice before in 2014 and 2015, and they are a great group. TeenPack Endeavor proposed, in order of preference, the 14, 15, or 16 Aug 17 on which to have the event at the Summit County Range. The Board discussed the dates and determined that the most instructors were available on Wednesday, 16 Aug 17. Brian would propose this date to the group.

Also, the class would be limited to pistol and rifle.

· Target Backer Posts – Dan Bjork spoke with Jason and the steel for the target backer posts on the first lane of the pistol and rifle lines should arrive by the weekend. 120 feet was ordered in five (5) foot sections. They will weld them after they obtained the steel.

Dave offered to cut the rebar from the unreparable frames at the range and provide them to Dan. Required lengths of the rebar pieces were discussed, and it was determined that a 13” piece and a 30” piece is required for each backer.

Holes will be dug for the backer posts at the 7, 10, 15, and 25 yard lines on the pistol line requiring four (4) posts, and at the 7, 10, 15, 25, and 50 yard lines on the rifle line requiring five (5) posts. This leaves enough material for three (3) backer posts for future use. Once these first nine (9) backer posts are installed, the performance of them will be assessed. If they work well, the remaining three (3) backer posts may be installed at the 100 yard line on the rifle line.

· Busted Frame Welding – Dan has completed fixing the majority of the broken frames; between 40 and 50. No further work on broken frames will be performed at this time as there are plenty of good frames.

· Work Days –Two (2) workdays were scheduled:

Wednesday, 12 Jul 19: The plan is to cut and drill target backers.

Wednesday, 19 Jul 19: The plan is to have Dan rent an auger and drill the holes for the target backer posts. The pistol and rifle ranges will be closed when being worked on, and opened when not. Dan will drill all the holes, and then the rest of the available volunteers will install the backer posts and backfill the holes.

Tom K suggested that if the holes are not filled on the same day, caution tape should be used to close just the lanes with holes to prevent someone hurting themselves by stepping into a hole.

Tom K will update the Range calendar with the workday information.

· Future Grants – The Board discussed potential projects for which funding will be requested under future grants.

Dave suggested that if the new target backer posts work out, the SRA could request funding for completing the rest of the lanes on the pistol and rifle ranges.

Dave also suggested that a berm could be installed on the pistol range similar to the berm just installed on the rifle range. However, he noted that one (1) winter should be allowed to occur to gain experience about the berms performance before requesting further funding for additional berms.

Tom L suggests that we could install a cover on the pistol range similar to the rifle range using all the knowledge and experience acquired with the projects on the rifle range. There was mixed feelings about installing a cover on the pistol range; however, there were no opinions supporting installing a cover than not installing a cover. Tom K described the covered pistol ranges at the Boulder Rifle Club. Dave mentioned that the grant funding could cover the berm, asphalt, posts, and roof.

The Board discussed how many posts would be necessary to hold up the roof; currently there are four (4) pads for posts already installed.

Tom L will investigate the timing of the paperwork, i.e. when the grant would need to be submitted to receive the funding for 2018.

Additional Items

· Tom L stated that the FNRA is holding another raffle for a 6.5 creedmore rifle and a S&W limited 357 revolver, and that he has tickets available.

· Tom K stated that he will not be able to attend the August Board meeting, and requested that someone record the meeting so he can document minutes when he is available.

· Dave noted that Brad Deats will be updating the website for the next WoT clinic date, and the installation of the 4th trap thrower.

Public Comments

None.

New Action Items from this Board Meeting

		Action

		Who

		Status



		Provide Brian a breakdown of the cost of the first two (2) WoT clinics.

		Tom L

		New



		Purchase new chairs for the range.

		Brian

		New



		Reimburse Dan Bjork for 100 rounds of 9 mm ammunition used during the second WoT class.

		Tom L

		New



		Update SRA calendar with new Basic Pistol Course information when received from Dave.

		Tom K

		New



		Order more targets.

		Merle

		New



		Contact TeenPack Endeavor with the proposed date of 16 Aug 17 for their event.

		Brian

		New



		Update SRA calendar with TeenPack Endeavor event information when confirmed.

		Tom K

		New



		Cut 12 rebar pieces into 13” and 30” lengths.

		Dave

		New



		Verify grant submission date(s) for 2018 grants.

		Tom L

		New



		Update SRA calendar with new workdays information.

		Tom K

		New





Action Items from Prior Meetings

Summary – Two (2) of three (3) action items from prior meetings are resolved; the remaining item will be retained for future resolution.

		Action

		Who

		Status



		Communicate to RSOs that it’s acceptable for SRA members and RSOs to borrow gear from the shed; however, this needs to be communicated to the Rangemaster for tracking of equipment returns.

		Merle

		In process, not yet completed.



		Follow-up with Bill Hardy and determine whose RSO gear is in the shed.

		Tom L

		Resolved. Gear belonged to Jim Fleischmann.



		Reimburse Will Martin the $50 owed to him for Lindsey Wellington’s WoT class cancellation.

		Tom L

		Not necessary; Will had a guest at the last WoT.





Upcoming 2017 Schedule of Events

· 05 Aug 17		SRA - Women On Target Clinic #3

· 26 Aug 17		SRA - 2017 Rimfire Challenge

Meeting Convened

Time: 1952 (1 hour, 47 minutes).

Next meeting: Wednesday, 02 Aug 17, at 1800 at the Summit County Senior Center, Frisco, CO.

Tom Kroenke
Secretary, Board of Directors
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